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Use of the information contained in this site carries an express consent of this ELECTRONIC CAD RESOURCES DISCLAIMER AGREEMENT.

Notice of Disclaimer: CDOT is providing the CDOT Information contained on this site for purposes of information only. CDOT and its agents assume no responsibility for any inconsistencies or discrepancies between said electronic files and any available printed Plans and Specifications (collectively “CDOT Information”). CDOT Information may not be final and some modifications are still being considered as CDOT finalizes the advertisement package for CDOT’s US 160/US 550 design-build construction project. All warranties and representations of any kind with regard to CDOT Information are disclaimed, including the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular use. The receiving party of CDOT Information, through implied consent of use, shall hold CDOT, its officers, employees or agents harmless from all damages including, but not limited to, any and all consequential, incidental, special or exemplary damages, even if apprised of the likelihood of such damages occurring stemming from the use of or reliance on the provided CDOT Information. The burden for determining accuracy, completeness, timeliness, merchantability and fitness for use of the CDOT Information rests on the Recipient of the CDOT Information, whose signature is contained below.